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Welcome to the Bark Park! 
  

Register your dogs at the Shelter for Bark Park admittance. 
 

We are open to any suggestions you may have to improve your Park visit, and as a result, the following rules 

may change from time to time. Use of the Bark Park this year is free! We encourage you to stop in the Shelter 

and meet the staff, and we’re always grateful for any donations to offset the maintenance costs of bringing this 

Park to you. Your safe and happy experience is our goal and we hope you enjoy the Bark Park for many years 

to come! 

 

1. Vaccination/Health Requirements: 
Adults must register their dogs for the 2021 season at the Shelter desk during normal Shelter operating hours 

prior to Park admittance. We will keep your information and your dog’s information on file. 

We want responsible pet owners to be able to enjoy the park worry-free, so for everyone’s safety, we require 

dogs over six months of age to be spayed/neutered, have current rabies, distemper and parvovirus vaccinations.  

 

2. Leashes and Collars: 
In order to control your pet, a leash is required to enter and exit the park and for any corrective measures needed 

once inside. We recommend a soft flat buckle collar or break away collar for your leash, or a “slip leash”. 

Absolutely no prong collars, shock collars or choke chains are allowed. 

Entering and leaving the Park gate can be stressful, so once inside we ask you to keep your dogs away from 

these areas. Call your dog and distract it with play to allow other leashed dogs easy access and exit. 

 

3. Food, Water and Treats: 
No human food or alcohol or dog treats are permitted in the Park. While dog treats are wonderful, they may 

start a treat war with other dogs so we ask you to save them for your home training. If you or your children use 

the picnic area outside the park, DO NOT feed anyone else’s dog! 

Be sure to check your pet for any signs of heat stress such as lethargy, heavy panting, deepening of the gum 

tissue, or pale gums. Lead your dog to the drinking water area, enjoy the hydrant mister, and settle them in a 

cooler shaded area to rest.  

 

4.  Park Landscaping: 
To keep our park clean and pleasant for all, you will see “poop stations” around the park. We provide poop 

mitts and special pet waste receptacles. It is your responsibility to immediately pick up after your pet and 

deposit the waste into these receptacles. Any other type of trash is to be deposited upon exiting the park into the 

trash can by the gate. 

Some dogs love to dig! To keep anyone from tripping and maintain a level playing field, we ask you to distract 

them and fill in any holes they may make. 

 

5. Ages Allowed: 
Puppies must be at least four months of age, the minimum age for them to receive all their required 

vaccinations. Many puppies are nervous around other dogs. We recommend the “small dog” area. Even a large 

breed puppy is still of great interest to older dogs who may play too roughly. Please take into consideration any 

physical limitation you may have before coming to the dog park, as the ground is uneven and some dogs may 

jump up on adults or children, making them vulnerable to being knocked over.  
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Because small children have a tendency to run or scream when excited which can trigger a dog’s natural instinct 

to chase and jump, we recommend you leave children at home. If you must bring children, there is a picnic area 

outside the park for them to wait. Children under 16 will not be permitted inside the Park unless accompanied 

by an adult. 

 

6. Liability 
Owners/custodians of dogs are responsible for any damage to the Park, or injury your pet may cause, and 

therefore must assume all liability for use of the Bark Park. 

 

7. Dog Behavior: 
Owners must closely supervise their pets at all times, and must not leave them unattended. 

Always be aware and alert of your dog’s behavior. Never leave them unattended, and watch for any signs of 

rough play, cowering, or bullying. Some common signs of stress include lip licking, freezing, shaking, 

stiffening, yawning, lifting a front paw, or showing a lot of the whites of the eye. Before a scuffle ensues, 

calmly call your dog away, leash it, and move it away from the area.  

If a scuffle breaks out, do not scream as this may escalate their behavior. Never put your hands near the dog’s 

head or collar in an attempt to pull them apart. Instead grab the rear legs of the attacking dog and lift them like a 

wheelbarrow. This will throw them off balance and help to release the grip on the other animal. Do not lift your 

pet up as this drives the attacking dog’s prey instinct. Remove the attacking dog immediately from the area, and 

seek veterinary treatment if needed. 

Aggressive dogs are not permitted in the Park. If your dog ever draws blood, you need to seek professional 

training help. We will be happy to supply you with sources for making your pet a safe citizen of the park. We 

recommend that you exchange owner and pet names if you are involved in a scuffle, and report this to the 

Shelter staff.  

Use of the Park will be suspended upon two complaints of inappropriate behavior. Use of the Park will be 

permanently revoked if corrective training measures are not met. 

 

8. Number of Dogs Allowed: 
Only two dogs per handler/owner are allowed at any time as multiple dogs are too difficult to control. 

 

9. Park Use and Hours: 
No commercial activity is permitted on the Bark Park premises without prior written authorization. 

Toys may be checked in and out at the Shelter desk. 

 

Hours of operation are 10:00 am to 6:00 pm 7 days a week, May through November, weather permitting. 


